Intrauterine deposition of calcium on copper-bearing intrauterine contraceptive devices
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Summary

Copper-bearing intrauterine contraceptive devices (IUDs) removed after various times in utero were examined by scanning electron microscopy and x-ray microanalysis of the elements present. As time in utero increased these devices became increasingly calcified. This calcification may limit the release of copper from the devices and decrease the specific contraceptive effectiveness of copper over an inert plastic device. Conversely, any teratogenic effects attributable to the copper may decrease with time in utero and depend on the extent of calcification.

Even though the amount of copper in the device is not significantly diminished after two years, devices should not remain in situ for over two years because calcium accumulation probably prevents further diffusion of copper. Calcification can begin as early as six months after insertion. Consequently a careful review of the amount of time a copper-containing IUD should be left in situ should be undertaken.

Introduction

Winding copper wire round an inert plastic intrauterine device (IUD) was found to improve its contraceptive efficiency and reduce side effects.1 Available data seemed to indicate an inverse relation between the surface area of the copper and the pregnancy rate.2 It is not known how plastic IUDs work, although it has been suggested that they somehow prevent implantation of a fertilised ovum by direct local action on the endometrium. The decrease in pregnancy rate when copper is added suggests an additional contraceptive effect, possibly related to toxic effects on sperm, ovum, and embryo; the effect of copper on endometrial biochemical pathways, thus disturbing implantation; or local inflammatory responses with macrophage stimulation, leucocyte infiltration, and changes in cervical mucus.3 4 Copper released from these devices significantly increases copper concentrations in the intrauterine fluid in the first 12 months, but it does not increase serum copper or caerolplasmin concentrations.5-7 Hagenfeldt8 found a linear relation between the release rate of copper and the duration of use of the device over the first year. On the graph, however, the line did not pass through the origin, which suggests that there is a higher release rate during early cycles of IUD use. Copper concentrations in the proliferative endometrium were increased during the first three cycles but not thereafter, and the copper concentration of the cervical mucus also increased considerably during the first six treatment cycles, especially during the proliferative phase. The enhanced contraceptive efficiency of the copper IUDs compared with inert plastic IUDs is greatest in this initial period. Hagenfeldt also measured the amount of copper on the devices by dissolving the metal in concentrated HNO3 and estimating the copper colorimetrically. Intrauterine release rates varied from 7-4 to 13-3 mg of copper in the first year. Given a constant release rate, an average of 28-7 µg of copper was therefore released each day. Tatum9 suggested that a device’s effective life is determined by the time taken to reduce the copper surface area below that required to provide acceptable contraceptive action. Using Hagenfeldt’s figures for copper loss, he estimated that this point would be reached when 40 mg of copper had been released. A conservative estimate of the life of a device might therefore be about two years, but this could be extended and a third or fourth year of effective use obtained.

The suggestion that contraceptive efficiency is reduced when...
there is less than a critical amount of copper led us to extend our investigations of copper levels in embryos and fetuses conceived in the presence of IUDs to a study of the devices themselves. If there is a link between copper diffusion rates and conception the amount of copper released at different times may also affect any teratogenic influence of the copper. We studied copper IUDs removed at family planning clinics, and it became apparent that there were profound changes in the IUDs. Gupta et al. have described the finely granular and irregular moth-eaten appearance of copper IUDs (thought to be due to the effects of copper erosion) and the presence of macrophages, spindle cells, fibroblasts, and giant cells. We used scanning electron microscopy and x-ray microprobe analysis to examine the irregular surface more closely.

Methods

Copper 7 (Gravigard) IUDs were removed from patients during routine visits to family planning clinics. Reasons for removal were: (a) the patient wanted to become pregnant; (b) bleeding or pain, or both, or other medical reasons; (c) routine removal after two to three years' use, based on the suggestion of Tatum. We thus collected IUDs that had been in utero for varying lengths of time. Some unused IUDs were also studied.

Sterile Sterilin plastic containers were filled with 30 ml of Ham's F10 medium with HEPES buffer supplemented with 50 units/ml penicillin and 50 μg/ml streptomycin. The copper 7s were placed in the containers immediately after removal and transported to the laboratory for processing. The patient's code number and the dates of insertion and removal of the device were recorded on the container.

The copper 7 is made of inert plastic (polypropylene and polyethylene copolymer) with added barium sulphate and copper wire. 0-203 mm in diameter, wound round the vertical limb to give a total surface area of 200 mm² of copper.

Each IUD was examined in the hydrated state with the inverted light microscope. The copper-wound arm was divided into three portions to enable us to study surface morphology and topography, analyse the elements present in intact coils, and measure the diameter and elemental distribution from cross-sections.

The portion of IUD for surface topography was transferred from medium to 2.5%, cacodylate-buffered gluteraldehyde for at least 18 hours, washed in cacodylate buffer, and post-fixed in 1% osmium tetroxide. Dehydration was carried out using graded acetone, and finally, the specimen was critical-point dried from liquid CO₂. This portion of IUD was mounted on an aluminium stub and coated with a 90 Å layer of gold in a Polaron Sputter Coater.

The remaining two portions for cross-sectional measurements of diameter and elemental analyses were allowed to air-dry. One portion was mounted intact on an aluminium stub and the other portion was embedded in Acryl-Mount, cut into 50 μm sections, and trimmed to expose the copper wire in cross-section. To obtain a flat surface the blocks were finally trimmed using glass knives in an ultramicrotome. Each part of the device for elemental analysis was coated with carbon in an AEI coating unit using a Polaron Rota Coater.

All specimens were examined in a Cambridge S180 scanning microscope fitted with a Link x-ray microanalyzer system. The specimen height angle of tilt, and the position of the detector were held constant during x-ray microanalysis. The specimen current used was 2 × 10⁻⁸ A at a beam energy of 30 keV.

Results

Light microscopy—The unused copper 7s had the shining appearance of metallic copper and regular unmarked copper wire coils. IUDs that had been in situ for a few months looked little different from the unused IUDs. Devices that had been in situ for longer showed varying degrees of encrustation on the copper wire, which was blackened. IUDs that had been in situ for two years or more had blackened coils with considerable encrustation proceeding to the state where individual turns of the copper wire were obscured.

x-ray microprobe analysis (elemental analysis)—This was carried out on the portion of the coil that had been air-dried and carbon-coated. X-ray analysis was made of three or four areas (average 135 μm²) on each device, and all these regions were counted for two minutes live time. The x-ray energy spectra of the elements present were drawn with an X-Y plotter, and integral counts of each of these areas were obtained. Fig 1 shows the spectra of the IUDs whose surface topography was shown in fig 1 a and b, together with spectra of two other devices that had been in situ for four and 22 months and showed the effect of progressive calcification. Fig 3 shows the percentages of copper, calcium, and other elements from the integral counts of the spectra from the copper 7 devices removed from women in situ for 26 months. Copper, calcium, and phosphorus made up the largest percentages. The heavy deposit seen in fig 1 b is shown at a higher magnification in fig 1 c and consists of amorphous and cellular material.

Discussion

COPPER DIFFUSION AND CALCIFICATION

The cross-sections of the IUDs showed wide variations in the amount of calcium deposited on the surface of the copper wire. Devices with a thick layer of calcium had central cores of copper with diameters about 200 μm, which is almost the same as that of the unused copper wire. These devices had only a shallow erosion layer, while those devices with a much thinner central layer had much deeper erosion into the copper wire. This indicates that the calcium layer prevents copper diffusion.

Our results show that calcification occurs progressively, and Gibbon's data indicate that the rate of release of copper decreases with time.18 He found that the minimum release of copper (56-5 μg/day) was achieved within two months of the insertion of a copper 7. At 12 months this figure was reduced to 19-6 μg/day and at 21 months the device was releasing only 8-9 μg/day—a sixfold reduction in copper loss over 22 months. Hagenfeld's detailed study of copper loss with time covered only the first 12 months of use of the copper T 200, although significantly the maximum copper loss occurred during the first two cycles and was beginning to show a considerable decrease in cycles 11 and 12. Zielke et al. found a much lower release rate of copper from copper T 200 devices than Hagenfeld (20 μg/day compared with 45 μg/day). They too found a great decrease in copper loss from the devices with time, and, most importantly, they found extremely low copper release values for devices from three women who had conceived with the IUDs in situ.

Most of the reports on pregnancy rates with copper IUDs in situ have covered only the first 12-18 months of use. It is thus of paramount importance to examine the data of Newton et al.,11 who compared results in women who had a new copper 7 inserted at 24 months with those in women who continued to use their copper 7 for a third year. They found that several pregnancies occurred among women who had had the same device in utero for three years. On our hypothesis the device in these women may have calcified, thereby preventing effective
FIG 1—(a) Portion of copper-wound arm of unused copper 7 device. Smooth copper wire coils are shown wound around inert plastic. (× 16.) (b) Part of IUD that had been in utero for 26 months. Thick encrustation covers copper wire as well as inert plastic. (× 16.) (c) Higher power view of one strand of copper wire seen in b. Surface consists of cellular and amorphous material. (× 310.) (d) Cross-section of wire shown in c showing slight erosion around edge of central copper core. Halo around device (arrowed) is encrustation. (e) Same cross-section as seen in d showing distribution of copper. White dots are derived from x-rays emitted by copper. Distribution is confined to central area only and no copper is present in outer layer. (f) Same cross-section as in d showing calcium distribution, which is predominantly confined to outer layer.
then the period of maximum effectiveness may be limited to 18-24 months, and the replacement frequency of the copper-containing devices should be reviewed. Snowden's findings in 317 pregnancies that occurred with an IUD in situ suggest that only a few (about 21% of) pregnancies proceed to full term. He found that 33% ended in spontaneous abortion, 35% were terminated, and 3%, were ectopic. The outcome of the remaining 8%, was not known. Pregnancy is thus a serious and sometimes tragic consequence of IUD failure, and more frequent renewal of copper-bearing IUDs may prevent this.

ENDOMETRIAL CHEMISTRY

Chemical studies of the uterus and endometrium give insight into the disturbances in metabolism caused by IUDs, which may in turn cause changes in the devices themselves. The main changes in the chemical composition of human endometrium produced by IUDs were a significant decrease of RNA and sodium and a fivefold increase in calcium during the proliferative phase and an increase of calcium, sodium, fucose, and the fucose-sialic acid ratio in the secretory phase. More recently Hernandez et al found that the subcellular distributions of trace metals in the human secretory endometrium were changed in the presence of copper IUDs. The sustained release of copper in utero induced significant increases in the magnesium, copper, and calcium concentrations and a decrease in zinc concentrations in women who had been wearing IUDs for six to 10 months. These findings support the idea that the effectiveness of copper may be associated with its cationic antagonistic action, in which zinc is displaced by copper from its specific binding sites. Moreover, these findings also show that even as early as 6-10 months after insertion of the device endometrial concentrations of all trace elements except calcium come to equilibrium with the tissue concentrations of the elements but there is a significant retention of calcium.

After progressive calcification of the wire has occurred no copper can be detected in the intact older specimens, but, as seen in the cross-section (fig 1 k), the copper wire is still present with virtually no change in its diameter. When calcium deposition is heavy large amounts of copper are still present, but diffusion through the calcium layer is greatly reduced.

X-ray microanalysis of the intact devices detects elements in the superficial layer only to a depth of a few micrometers. This is determined by the energy of the electrons and the absorption of the emitted X-rays. In our studies the electron energy remained the same (30 keV) and the progressive reduction of copper with time in situ was due to the increasing thickness of the calcium layer. The eventual absence of a copper peak in the older, heavily calcified devices shows not only that the probe did not penetrate through to the copper layer but also that very little copper had diffused through the calcium layer.

TERATOGENESIS

Copper is toxic to animal embryos at low concentration although Whittingham has shown that copper-containing devices do not have a direct toxic effect on the blastocyst, possibly because the protein in uterine secretion protects against the free copper ions. Alderman recently measured the cord blood copper and caeroplasm concentrations from a neonate conceived in the presence of a copper 7 IUD. The serum copper concentration was 2.5-5 times the normal level for neonates of equivalent gestational ages and the serum caeroplasm was 3.5-5 times the normal concentration. Maternal copper and caeroplasm concentrations were normal. Barrie described two infants with unusual limb reduction malformations born to mothers who had been fitted with intrauterine devices (a Grafenberg ring containing copper and lead and a Dalkon shield containing 12% barium sulphate, 0.5% copper dust, and 1% anhydrous copper

copper release. Presumably copper diffusion was renewed with the new device in the replacement group, thereby preventing pregnancy. The figures of Zipper et al on the comparative use of the T plain, T Cu-A, and the loop D over two years suggested a greater pregnancy rate in the second year than in the first year for the copper T Cu-A. Jain gave figures for three years' use of the copper T 200: the net annual pregnancy rate rose from 2.6 in the first year to 3.6 in the third year. It is difficult to compare results obtained with different types of IUD, and results vary between centres. Many factors may be associated with both pregnancy and continuation rates, but double-blind trials of devices are often extremely difficult to operate. An increase in the pregnancy rate of even 1% in one year of use may, however, be critical in an attempt to provide IUDs that are both safe and effective.

The currently recommended time for using the copper 7 (two years) is based on a ultraconservative estimation of the amount of copper released from the device. As adequate amounts of copper are still present in the device after two years in utero it has been suggested that the insertion-removal interval might be extended to three to four years. Our own recommendation is that all the circumstances, including pregnancy rates, should be carefully examined in women who have had copper 7s inserted. If the additional contraceptive effect of copper is to be of benefit
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Summary
With an immunofluorescence technique using rabbit hepatocytes isolated by a non- enzymatic method an autoantibody directed against liver-cell-membrane was identified. Sera from 361 patients with various liver diseases and 274 patients with primary non- hepatic diseases—many associated with non- organ-specific auto- antibodies—were examined. The antibody (LMA) was found in 27 out of 72 patients with hepatitis-B-surface antigen (HBsAg)-negative chronic active hepatitis and in 17 out of 28 patients with HBsAg-negative non- alcoholic cirrhosis. Only two patients had LMA and HBsAg, and both had chronic active hepatitis. One patient with extrahepatic disease was found to have LMA, and this patient had biochemical evidence of liver disease.

Hence there is a close correlation between the presence of LMA and HBsAg-negative chronic inflammatory liver disease and its detection may help in diagnosis.

Introduction
There are several different causes of chronic liver disease. Serologically most patients with chronic active liver disease (CALD) may be separated into two groups: one with circulating hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) and the other with non- organ-specific autoantibodies.1-3 An autoimmune mechanism may be concerned in the pathogenesis of the liver damage in patients with circulating autoantibodies.1 In these patients, however, the meaning and importance of autoimmunity as shown by the presence of non-organ-specific